
PRESENTATION DESCRIPTIONS: 
 
Growing the Next Generation of Watershed Stewards in the Brandywine 
 
Parks offer a living classroom with lessons in history and natural sciences for anyone who wishes to participate. 
By involving youth in discovery activities in our parks, we hope to ignite their curiosity and interest in 
conservation. The Stream Stewards program aims to provide hands-on water quality monitoring and stream 
health assessments to improve natural resource conservation and to foster a sense of ownership of public lands.  
 
 
Producing Educational Computer Games on a Budget 
 
Technology has become an integral part of Environmental Education, however the cost of buying or producing 
the technology can be very cost prohibitive.  To help with that roadblock the Delaware National Estuarine 
Research Reserve partnered with the University of Delaware in 2015 to act as a client for the Introduction to 
Software Engineering course.  Through this partnership the Reserve staff educated the students about estuaries 
and the students in turn made educational computer games that the Reserve can use in their visitor center. In the 
end not only did the Reserve receive a product they can use, but also the students gained real world experience 
that made them better prepared to join the workforce.  Join the Reserve Education Coordinator to learn about 
the process and view some of the finished products. 
 
 
Bird Banding as a Means of Outreach  
A pilot bird banding project was conducted at Ashland Nature Center in Hockessin DE and Bucktoe Creek 
Preserve in south-east PA from June to November of 2015.  The project was designed to determine the bird 
species present in different habitats and the banding sessions were free and open to public visitation. Hear about 
the results of the banding project and its implications as a form on nature education outreach. 
 
 
Chesapeake Exploration - An Online Learning Platform Connecting Students to Environmental Data 
 
In the Chesapeake Bay Region, schools and environmental education providers are striving to provide students 
with teacher supported meaningful watershed education experiences (MWEEs).   The MWEE requires that field 
experiences are connected to the classroom and not simply a field trip, support inquiry based instruction and 
lead to the students having an increased ability to make informed decisions and take meaningful actions as 
stewards of the Chesapeake Bay.  Chesapeake Exploration, is extremely flexible online learning platform that 
gives students unprecedented access to Chesapeake Bay environmental data and learning activities designed to 
support classroom instruction and prepare students for inquiry based field experiences.  Join NOAA education 
staff to learn more about this new resource at the DAEE conference. 
 
Big Trees of Delaware Are Everywhere! 
 
What literally covers the State of Delaware from Claymont to Cape Henlopen? Tree of all kinds- from Atlantic 
white-cedar to zelkova! The largest specimens of over 80 species are included in the 4th edition of "Big Trees 
of Delaware.” This session will include a presentation navigating the user through this publication highlighting 
some of our state’s most notable trees. The second part of this session will take place OUTDOORS as we visit 
the Champion Red Oak (also noted as the third largest tree in the state) located on Tatnall's campus. Participants 
will learn how to measure the stately champions just like professional foresters- using only a ruler! With factual 
information and a colored leaf illustration for every tree, "Big Trees of Delaware" is a great resource for 
families wanting to learn more about trees.  A newly developed GIS layer has transformed "The Big Trees of 
Delaware" into a fun, state-wide adventure as you set out to meet as many champions as you can. Participants 
will receive a copy of "Big Trees of Delaware" publication, Delaware Trees hard-backed book, and a ruler.  



Waste and Recycling in Delaware 
 
The Earth is home to valuable resources some of which are finite and non-renewable. Over time humans have 
used these resources to survive. Today, it is less about surviving and more about living comfortably. This switch 
has has an extraordinary impact on Earth's resources. Air, water systems, vegetation and land have all be 
affected. One of the greatest impacts of human activity is the amount of generated waste, or trash. Millions of 
tons of waste is landfilled or incinerated every year leading to increased land use, air, and water pollution. Much 
of what we throw away can be recycled or turned into new things. This material has value and at the same time 
can lead to decreased natural resource use and depletion. Delaware has greatly stepped up its recycling efforts in 
the past 5 years and a successful recycling program has diverted almost 50% of our waste from reaching 
landfills. This session will go through the evolution of recycling in Delaware, how recycling works, where it 
goes, how it is processed, and what new products our material specifically goes into making. Also, how material 
has value and why some things can be recycled while others cannot. The session will also highlight the 
Environmental Education Program that the Delaware Solid Waste Authority developed in order to educate 
school groups about recycling in Delaware. This information can then be used to correctly recycle at school and 
at home and have a full understand of all waste management processes. 
 
 
Geology Simplified  
 
Geology has an especially deep vocabulary of curious terms: Paleozoic, plate tectonics, crystal, mineral, rock, 
pumice, scoria, basalt...This hands-on session will help calm your fears about working with the inorganic world 
of earth materials.  Discussion will include an overview of the geology of Delaware, a participatory activity 
about geologic time as well as a brief encounter with rock and mineral specimens.  The presenter will welcome 
questions at the end of the session.  
 
 
Green Eggs & Sand: Equipping and empowering educators for ecological exploration of Delaware Bay's 
eggs-traordinary horseshoe crab/shorebird connection 
 
Looking to infuse a globally-significant, in-your-own-backyard, ecological phenomenon and current real-world 
resource management controversy into your classroom? Want to do it with an award-winning, interdisciplinary 
curriculum aligned to Next Generation Science Standards?  Then the Green Eggs and Sand session is the one 
for you!   
The Green Eggs and Sand curriculum was created in 2000, and updated in 2012, to help educators connect their 
students with the compelling story of the Delaware Bay horseshoe crab-shorebird-human controversy.  What 
makes the program unique is that not only does it give teachers curriculum, it also puts them in direct touch 
with leading scientific experts, stakeholders, managers and educators who are immersed in this issue.  Join 
Green Eggs and Sand partners and co-founder to preview the riches a workshop and curriculum centered on 
Delaware’s official marine animal can provide to you and your classroom. Using video clips, slides, sample 
activities, and snapshots of selected curriculum components, presenters will provide an overview of the 
controversy, the curriculum, and how to register for the much sought after spring Green Eggs and Sand 
workshop. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Exploring Nature - Teaching Science Outside  
 
Come observe and experience the plants and animals on Tatnall's 110-acre campus. Please dress for the weather 
and be prepared participate in outdoor nature explorations, which, depending on conditions and the interests of 
the group, may include: meadow, stream, pond, forest, vegetable garden and a Certified Wildlife Habitat. In the 
event of severe weather, we will simulate outdoor learning using a SMART Board. Learn by doing 
Kindergarten Science lessons that can be adapted for older students. 
 
 
Nature on the Go: Connecting with our Urban Visitor 
 
This presentation will discuss the creation and implementation of mobile interpretive programs in Alapocas Run 
and Wilmington State Parks.  Successes and downsides will also be covered. During this presentation attendees 
will be able participate in some hands on activities from the Nature on the Go program.  These urban state parks 
present the staff with numerous challenges when attempting to deliver interpretive programs.  Wilmington State 
Parks is a string of former city parks with multiple entry points, no fee gates or a visitor center.  Alapocas Run 
State Parks also has multiple entry points, self service fee areas and no dedicated space for programming.  We 
came up with the idea to have a mobile cart, allowing us to bring programming to where our visitors are.  Sites 
for the programs were targeted high use areas such as playgrounds.  Twice a week for two hours, the 
interpretive staff set up themed interpretive stations in the target locations.  Having completed two summers of 
programming we have encountered both successes and drawbacks.  Overall we consider our Nature on the Go 
program a success and good way to connect with our park patrons. 
 
 
Field Trip to the Flint Woods Nature Preserve 
 
Join Delaware State Parks and Delaware Nature Society for a winter excursion to the special Flint Woods 
Preserve in northern New Castle County near the DE/PA border.  Visit the state owned public portion of this 
hidden gem to discuss ongoing salamander research and our Forest Health Monitoring program, then cross the 
street to Delaware Nature Society’s private-access parcel to learn about conservation projects and 
activities.  We will discuss the histories of these unique properties and enjoy a winter walk in one of Delaware’s 
last true old growth forests.  Dress for the weather.  If conditions prohibit safe access due to snow or ice, 
participants may attend alternate workshop sessions. 
 
 
Experiencing the Nature of Nemours: A New Vision for Nemours Mansion and Gardens 

This PowerPoint presentation will introduce attendees to an emerging vision for Nemours Mansion and Gardens 
in Wilmington, Delaware. The estate of industrialist and philanthropist Alfred I. duPont, Nemours comprises a 
77-room, 47,000-square foot mansion, the largest French-inspired formal gardens in North America, and 
roughly 200 acres of woodlands and fields. Opened to the public in 1977, Nemours Mansion and Gardens has 
hosted more than 363,000 visitors for tours. It shares a campus with Alfred I. duPont Hospital for Children 
(AIDHC), which opened in 1940 and now exists as one of two hospitals (the other being in Florida) in Nemours 
Children's Health System, one of the largest integrated pediatric care networks in the United States. 
Historically, the Mansion and Gardens and AIDHC have operated independently. Now, under the direction of 
Dr. John C. Rumm, who became its Executive Director in July 2015, Nemours Mansion and Gardens is looking 
to integrate itself much more directly into Nemours' core business of healing children. Rebranding itself as 
"Nemours Estate," it will leverage its triad of assets (mansion, gardens, grounds) to create, offer and provide 
nature-based healing and therapeutic experiences that can benefit patients, their families, healthcare providers, 
Nemours Associates, and the wider community. The presentation will give an overview of this emerging vision 
and offer opportunities for possible collaborative involvement in bringing it to fruition.    



 
Tatnall Student Poster Session: Title: Invasive, Threatened, and Endangered Flora and Fauna of 
Delaware 
As part of a unit on conservation of biodiversity, the students in the Advance Placement Environmental Science 
classes at The Tatnall School undertook a research project to assess the State of Delaware's invasive, threatened, 
and endangered plant and animal species. The student groups will share their findings and explain the process 
skills they used in the project. 
  

 
Creating a NWF Certified Wildlife Habitat at Your School 
 
Join with two members of Tatnall School Environmental Science and Field Studies Team to discuss and 
demonstrate the process of designing, installing and certifying a National Wildlife Certified Habitat (Native 
Plant Garden) on school property.  Attendees will have the opportunity to ask questions and tour the Lower 
School and Middle School NWF Wildlife Habitats and tour the campus gardens. 
 
 
Digital Photography Today  
Waiting on session description  
 
 
 
Introducing the DE Environmental Literacy Plan—Afternoon Plenary Session  
 
The Delaware Environmental Literacy Plan (ELP) was created by a committee of Delaware Children in 
Nature, signed by Secretaries of Education and Natural Resources and Environmental Control and announced 
by Governor Markell this past fall.  Delaware is now one of 29+ states who have completed an ELP and is in 
the process of implementing this plan.  This presentation is one of many ways this ELP is being introduced to 
educators, formal and informal, throughout the state.   
We will introduce the origin, purpose and highlights of the plan, share future plans, answer questions and 
encourage participants to share the criteria and goals widely.  The ELP provides guidelines for adults (teachers, 
informal educators, parents, community and others) to use every day in helping all children, youth, and families 
have meaningful outdoor experiences and become more environmentally literate.  
 


